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Abstract

The prosodic focus conveys the information of the yes/no

deixis function on a given linguistic domain, generally the

word, quite in all languages, and presumably in an universal

morphology. Our proposal is that the prosody of focus

conveys together some complementary information: the

domain of the deixis (phone, syllable, word, larger) and a

gradient functional value of insistance which could be

controlled with the illocutory force. In this aim, a corpus of

isolated French sentences was recorded, with two consigns: to

point on the word vs. to point on the syllable, in varying the

place of the syllable in the word.

Different kinds of perception tests were held A first

experiment confirms the validity of the recorded corpus,

shows that a focus is perceived on a word or on a syllable

whatever the place of the syllable. An acoustic analysis shows

that the word condition is implemented by a prominence on

the first syllable (as usually attested in French) and that the

acoustic profile of the syllable vs. word focus is similar in

tonal description but opposable in a dynamic description.

A categorical perception experiment, held on stimuli

progressively morphed from the no focus condition to the

focus condition as produced by the speaker, makes clearly

appear the binary decision of the focus function processed by

the listeners. The limit values of F0, intensity and duration,

give the basic level of the beginning of the gradient function of

focus. This focus description is integrated in a general model

of prosody, based on superposition of functional gradient

contours, including the linguistic and paralinguistic functions

of prosody [1].

1. Introduction

Focalization can roughly be defined in the verbal stream as a

function using prosody and/or syntax as a tool in order to bring

out a new information, or in order to contrast the enunciation.

So does Rossi [2] consider focalization as a set of tools that

allows speaker to hierarchies information and push in the

foreground one specific component by capturing the listeners’

attention. The focus function is binary (yes/no focus). The

emphasis function by prosody is more often related to

expressive cues as something like the degree of interest, and

could be described in gradient terms [3].

The aim of this study is:

• to relate the prosodic continuum between yes/no

focus to the binary values, in a categorical perception

processing; to make clear a gradient perception over

the categorical limit;

• to show that the prosodic morphology of focus carries

the information of the domain of focus (in our

experiment the syllable vs. the word)

Concerning the determination of the field of the focus by

prosody, we choose two domains that can be opposed

linguistically and paradigmatically, reusing the terminology

of Jackendoff [4]: focalization on the word – “ordinary

focus”, vs. focalization on a syllable or a phoneme –

“metalinguistic focus”, used by a speaker in order to comment

his choice of a word or its pronunciation.

This situation is common is dialog tasks such as to repeat

the name of a person or a place in focusing on the

phonological difficulty. We first analyzed the acoustic

similarities and differences between the syllable and word

production task. We placed listeners in front of these two

productions tasks in order to verify (1) if they retrieve the

focus function in associated (word production / word

perception; syllable production / syllable perception) and

mixed conditions word production / syllable perception;

syllable production / word perception) and (2) if they retrieve

perceptively the domain of focus production, for the first

syllable production task and the word production task.

Then was established the first step of a classical

perception test of categorical perception. It is based on a

morphing continuum obtained from stimuli carrying linguistic

lexical focus, balanced syntagmatically and paradigmatically.

This test allows us to define a threshold qualitative (Gestaltic

characteristic of contours), and quantitative (magnitude of the

prosodic parameters). The aim of this test is both to show the

categorical processing of focus, and to define the threshold

over which one can suppose the perception to be not more

categorical, but gradient, i.e. perception of an intensity related

to the illocutory strength.

2. The corpus

2.1. The structure

The corpus is based on a carrying syntactic structure, where

lexical items vary only on the phonotactic dimension through

length variations (from 1 to 3 syllables) – see table 1 for some

examples.

“Lo tend ce pain à Jean.” Lo hold this bread out to

Jean

“Loli tend ce pain à Jean.” Loli hold this bread out to

Jean

“Lo tendant ce pain à Jean.” Lo holding this bread out to

Jean

“Lo tend certains pains à

Jean.”

Lo hold some bread out to

Jean”

Table 1: sample of the utterances composing the

corpus
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The speaker begins to record the corpus by focusing on

each lexical item of the sentence. The recorded sentences ary

from 6 to 8 syllables, and each lexical item vary from 1 to 3

syllables. It gives then 18 utterances. We add to this corpus

new sentences based on the “Lo tend ce pain à jean” sentence

plus, in each acceptable syntagmatic position, “free” syntactic

elements, carrying the focalization. It is the adverb “souvent”

(often), and the personal pronoun “lui-même” (himself). 12

new utterances were therefore added to the corpus.

2.2. The recording

The corpus was recorded by one speaker in a sound-proof

room, on a Sony STC-59ES DAT recorder and an AKG

C1000S microphone.

In a first time, the speaker has to produce the sentences

and to bring out the lexical item underlined in the text

displayed on the screen in front of him (sentences are

presented in a randomized order). Then, he has to perform a

task – artefactual on a linguistic point of view: to bring out the

one syllable of a lexical item (the underlined one), each

syllable of each lexical item was focalized. The speaker

records the corpus three neutral utterances, without any focus

instruction. As the speech rate may have an incidence on the

performance of focalization, each utterance was recording

with three speech rates: normal, fast and ultra-fast. For the

acoustical analysis, only the normal speech rate was taken

into account.

2.3. Acoustic analysis

An acoustic analysis allows us to extract the classical

parameters of prosody: fundamental frequency (F0), syllabic

duration and intensity. We will only shortly detail here the

results concerning the opposition between the focus at the

word level vs. the focus at the syllable level. By comparing

both performances, we want to check if focus, even if it

affects more one syllable than the others on a focused word,

does reconstruct the overall contour of the all utterance. On

the other hand, we have to look if the focus on one precise

syllable also affects the complete utterance, or if it is only a

“local” perturbation.
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Figure 1: mean contour (F0) carrying syllabic domain

focus vs. mean contour carrying word focus contour,
for 3-syllable length lexical items.

By comparing the realization of syllabic focus vs the word

focus, we obtain contours clearly different, as can be seen on

the figure 1 for mean F0 contours obtain from the 3-syllable

length focused word, either for the complete word, or on

syllable of the word. A focus performed on a complete word,

even if its first syllable is more prominent than the others are,

last until the end of the word: it changes the complete contour,

and not only the first syllable, as it does in the syllable focus

task.

3. Perception studies

3.1. Perception tasks & protocols

Two perception tests were carried out. As explained in the

introduction, the first one is an evaluation of the speaker

performance: listeners have to judge whether the speaker

brings out the complete lexical item, or just one single

syllable. This experiment is divided in two separated tasks:

(1) listeners have to identify the focalized lexical item,

whatever the production task, and then (2) they have to

answer if there is one specific syllable bringing out by the

speaker, whatever the recording instruction. It consists in a

validation of the tasks’ specificity: are listeners able to

retrieve focal information whatever the task they have to

performed?

The second experiment is slightly different from the other,

and is based only on a small subset of the corpus (cf. the

experimental protocol section for more details). Four acoustic

continuums starting from a neutral stimulus and ending to a

focused utterance were constructed by means of analysis-

resynthesis technology. Listeners have to perform an

identification task: is the proposed stimulus focalized or not?

This identification task is intended to measure the minimum

amount of prosodic information needed to induce the

perception of a focus on a given lexical item. It is a similar

test than the one carried out by [5].

3.2. Experimental protocols

3.2.1. Task-validation experiment

24 listeners, all native speaker of French, participated in this

test. Listeners heard one utterance and see at the same time

the text displayed on a screen, almost like in a karaoke

session. Listeners have to select thanks to the computer mouse

the item they perceived as accentuated.

The possible selected items are either one word in the first

condition, or one syllable in a second condition. All speech

rates are presented, and the listener is informed before each

change.

3.2.2. Identification of the focalization threshold

42 listeners, all native speaker of French, participated in this

test. The stimuli presented are constructed from 4 sentences

extracted from the original corpus: the prosodic parameters

(F0, syllabic duration and intensity) are extracted from both

the neutral sentence and the focalized one. In each sentence,

one word is focalized, either the verb or the object, and the

length of the focalized lexical item vary between 2 and 3

syllables.
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Figure 2: this graph represents the percentage of

identification of focus in the four continuum of the

third perception test, plus the mean percentage.

Ordinates correspond to the 10 iteration of the

morphing between the neutral stimulus (1) and the

focalized one (10).

Using the Praat software, focalized prosodic parameters

were gradually applied onto the neutral stimuli, using 8

intermediate steps between the neutral stimuli and the neutral

stimulus plus focalized prosodic parameters, resulting in 10

stimuli for each sentence. The frequency, intensity and

durations steps used in this morphing procedure are all

smaller than the perception threshold described by Rossi [6].

Listeners heard all the stimuli in a different random order

for each. They have to answer if they think that the speaker

produced or not a focalization on any word of the sentence

3.3. Results analysis

3.3.1. Task-validation experiment

The results analysis was guided by the nature of stimuli

(syllabic focus vs. word focus) and by tasks given to listeners

(perceive a syllabic focus vs. perceived a word focus). It gives

either homogeneous conditions (when the production task and

the perception task are the same), or heterogeneous condition

(when production and perception tasks are different). An

ANOVA analysis was carried out.

Homogeneous condition: regarding the identification of

the focused word, when the focus was produced on the word,

the results for final position focused lexical item reeived

significantly lower result than for the other positions.

For syllabic focus identification, there isn’t any

significant variation. The position of the syllable inside the

word nor doesn’t have any significant effect on answer.

Figure 3: plot of the probit analysis. The 4 curves are the results of an interpolation of the identification percentages for each

sentence. Legend: stars (*) represent 2-syllable object sentence, (b) represent the 3-syllable object sentence, (c) represent the

3-syllable verb sentence and (d) the 2-syllable verb sentence. The vertical line around the 4
th

 iteration represent the threshold

four the three grouped curves. Coordinates represent the identification score, and ordinates the iteration number.



Heterogeneous condition: For the perception of a

syllabic focus when stimuli are focused on the word, the first

syllable is a perceptive attractor, whatever the position of the

word in the sentence. In other words, when listeners heard a

focused word, and they have to choose which syllable is

accentuated, they prefer the first one. It is completely

coherent with the acoustical analysis.

For the perception of a focused word, when stimuli are

focused on a single syllable, the place of the focused syllable

inside the sentence does’nt have any influence on the

listeners’ answer., whatever the position of the word inside

the sentence.

3.3.2. Identification of the focalization threshold

Results of the identification experiment were analyzed

separately for each sentence. Therefore, we extract for each of

the four continuums the pattern of answer, and test whether it

is a typical identification curve with a threshold over which

the answer fall over in the other category (focus or non-

focus). Results are displayed in figure 2.

A probit statistical analysis was carried out on the four

continuums in order to extract the value of the perception

threshold, in order to test if the structure of the sentence, and

the respective length and value of the focalized lexical item

does play a role in the listeners’ answers. The results of the

analysis are displayed in the figure 3.

For all sentence, a significant threshold was found, before

which listeners don’t perceive focus, and after which they do.

The respective slopes of the curve at the threshold level

are presented in the table 2. The perception threshold of the

focus is placed just before the fourth iteration of the morphing

for three continuums (the two focalized verbs, and the 2-

syllable object sentence). For the fourth sentence, the

threshold is found between the fifth and the sixth iteration.

There is no obvious explanation of this finding, as the

morphing step for the fourth sentence is the same than for the

three other ones. Further inquiry has to be performed in order

to find an explanation.

Threshold Slope

Object, 2 syll 3.9 0.52

Object, 3 syll 5.6 0.60

Verb, 3 syll 3.9 0.61

Verb, 2 syll 3.9 0.69

Table 2: results of the probit analysis, threshold level,

expressed in iterations, and the slope of the curve,

representing the steepness of the change between non-
focus and focus.

4. Conclusions

The prosodic focus is a very robust binary function : a word

focus is perceived even out the ecologic location of word

focus in French which is verified in the corpus as the

prominence on the first syllable. An acoustic analysis shown

that the FO, intensity and duration level of the focus

produced on the syllable vs. the word are very sumilar, only

the slope of the transition from the prominence to the low

level is different. That means that the two conditions of

production are encoded by the same tones descriptions. In a

perception experiment it could be shwown that the listeners

could retrrieve the domain of the condition syllable vs ; word

in which were produced the stimuli, that is the domain of the

focus. It means that the binary value (focus/no focus) is given,

in the prosody morphology, by the tone level, but an

overadded information is the domain which is encoded by the

dynamic characteristics of the prominence contours, mainly

the slope of shuting down.

Finally, we could verify that the prosodic focus is

processed into a categorical processing in presenting a quite

continuum of prominence contours which were classified by

the listeners in two categories (no focus, focus) whith the

charascteristics results of a categorical perception processing.

Moreover, this ecperiment could deliver the parametrical

levels of the onset of the « focus » category. These levels will

be the base of further experiments in order to show that over

this level the focus percetion is gradient and related to

expressive functions. This model of focus at three functional

values ( yes/no focus, domain, intensity) is under

implemetation in the Artimis system of FT R&D.
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